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ABSTRACT 
 
The continuously collected strain data is playing an important role in the state monitoring and damage 
identification for long-span bridges, while due to the environmental complexity, there still exists a gap between 
theoretical results and practical applications. In the study, we tried to deconstruct the online strain data for the 
sake of a better understanding on it, which may eventually help filling the above gap. Investigations on a typical 
long-span bridges show that the strain data exhibits different characters at two typical temporal scales of 105 and 
100 sec. It is also found that these two types of strain are caused by temperature variation and heavy trucks, 
respectively, and have cut-off frequencies in the order of 10-2 and 100 Hz, respectively. Based on above findings, 
the wavelet method was used to separate these two strain types; furthermore, based on the separated strains, a 
method was proposed to extract different strain events induced by different load events, i.e. the passing through 
of heavy trucks. Results show that the proposed methods can efficiently separate different strain types and 
extract different strain events. Our researches may facilitate researches aiming at specific strain types, for 
examples, statistical analysis on strain responses, evaluating effects of different loads, estimating weights of 
heavy trucks, and verifying the finite element model by structural online response data, and so on. 
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INTRODUCTION  
 
Recently, many research articles have arisen on the subject of strain-based health monitoring, which extend the 
original concept of structural health monitoring (Housner et al. 1997), i.e. the global damage identification 
based on dynamic responses. In these researches, some still focused on  damage identification (Bukkapatnam et 
al. 2005; Hu and Shenton 2007; Katsikeros and Labeas 2009; Kesavan et al. 2008; Li and Wu 2008; Reynders et 
al. 2007).  However, due to the structural and environmental complexity, theoretical results of existing damage 
identification methods may still have a long way to be directly applied on actual structures (Farrar et al. 2001; 
Van der Auweraer and Peeters 2003). With this in mind, many researches adjusted the aim of health monitoring 
system and thus put more emphasis on the ‘monitoring’ function, either in a short or long term. In this category, 
some investigators did statistical analysis on the overall or specific-load-induced strain response (Cardini and 
DeWolf 2009; Li et al. 2012; Liu et al. 2009; Xu et al. 2007; Ye et al. 2012), while some of others mainly 
focused on the topic of event identification (Lanata and Schoefs 2012; Moyo and Brownjohn 2002; Omenzetter 
et al. 2004), etc. 
 
Previous to any analysis of strain responses, understanding the strain data is first required—if we want to use 
them confidently rather than abstractly. This seems more important for long-span bridges because they are 
usually under more complex operational environments. In the study, we tried to deconstruct the monitoring 
strain data acquired from health monitoring systems installed on long-span bridges. It would be revealed that the 
strain components induced respectively by temperature and highway traffics have different characters in both 
time and frequency domains. Based on the structure of strain response, information extraction was then 
conducted. It includes two levels, the first is to separate different strain types induced by different load types, i.e. 
temperature load and highway traffics; the second level is to identify and be more important, to extract specific 
strain events, i.e. the strain response induced by a heavy truck, one by one. 
 



THE STRUCTURE OF STRAIN DATA  
 
The strain data used in this article is from SHM systems installed on Run-Yang Bridge (RYB). Run-Yang 
Yangtze Bridge, a highway bridge connecting Yang-Zhou and Zhen-Jiang, China, include a suspension bridge 
and a cable-stayed bridge of which the suspension bridge with a main span of 1490m ranks the third longest 
suspension bridge in the world. 
Despite of the huge data size collected by hundreds of sensors installed on RYB, investigation shows that the 
strain data from sensors at different locations exhibit similar features. For this reason, only one strain gauge is 
chosen as representations to illustrate their common characteristic. It is numbered YBH4-13 locating at the 
upper deck in the middle-span section of Run-Yang suspension bridge. It was continuously recording the strain 
under working conditions at a rate 20Hz. A 24-hours strain history was selected for this strain gauge. Further 
detailed description on layouts of strain sensors could be seen in (Governmental Headquarter of Bridge 
Constructions on Yangtzi River 2004). 

 
Two Strain Types 
 
The strain displays different characters at two typical temporal scales of 106 sec and 100 sec. Figure 2 gives a 
strain history of YBH4-13 at these two time scales in the form of the separation results. 
Time scale 1 (1 day or 86400 sec): As shown in Figure 1(a) and 1(b), both strains demonstrate a trend line (Type 
I) in 24 hours, and the varying magnitude is about 100με. Moreover, this strain type has a periodic character 
with a cycle time of 24hours because the daily curve is similar.  
Time scale 2 (1 sec): As seen in Figure 1(c), another strain type (Type III) can be recognized at this time scale. 
Type II is similar to a ‘local oscillating impulse’ or ‘consecutive local impulses’.  The point is that they all last 
about 1sec from the beginning to the end, and contain two, occasionally three, consecutive peaks  or valleys. 
The variation range differs between the two bridges. The variation range could be large than 50με, with an 
average of tens of strain units, as shown in Figure 1(d). 
 
It should be pointed out that other time scales were also chosen during the study, but no noticeable strain types 
were discovered. A further investigation indicates that the above three strain types are caused by temperature 
variation (Type I) and highway traffics (Type II), respectively. Strain Type I reflects the daytime temperature 
change (Chan et al. 2001). Type II is caused by heavy trucks where the consecutive two or three peaks/valleys 
are corresponding to the two or three lines of front and rear wheels (Chan et al. 2003). 
 

Figure 1. The structure of strain data for YBH4-13: (a) Original strain at scale of 24 hours, (b) Strain Type I εt at 
24 hours, (c) Strain Type II εh at 24 hours, (d) εh at 2sec 
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Estimation of Cut-off Frequencies  
 
In order to discriminate the above three types of strains, their characteristics in frequency domain are discussed 
in this section. 
Type I: It resembles to a periodical function with a cycle time of 24 hours. According to the Fourier series 
theory of periodical functions, the fundamental frequency can be approximated as 

( ) 5
b 1/ 3600 24 1.2 10 Hzf −= × = × . 

Consequently, a sufficiently large multiple of the fundamental frequency is chosen as the cut-off frequency of its 
energy distribution. Considering the temperature varies slowly, it is reasonable to assume that the temperature 
remains smooth within certain minutes. So the cut-off frequency could be expected qualitatively as about 1000 
times of the fundamental frequency. 
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Type II: As described above, Type II strain is similar to an oscillating impulse or consecutive impulses with two 
valleys (peaks) generally lasting less than 1sec. On the basis of Fourier Transform theory, the great majority 
energy of a δ-duration impulse concentrates in a frequency interval named Main Lobe from 0 to Main Lobe 
Width Δ. Table 1 presents several typical impulse types with their Main Lobe Widths (Mitra and Kuo 2006). 
 

Table 1. Main-Lobe Widths of typical impulses 

Types of Impulse Rectangular Triangular Cosine 
Main Lobe Width Δ 1/δ 2/δ 2/δ 

 
It can be inferred that the cut-off frequency of impulses with duration δ should be in the order of magnitude of 
1/δ although their curve shapes may be different. Thus by choosing a reasonable value δ2 as 0.5sec, the cut-off 
frequency of this type could be calculated as 

c,h
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METHODS 
 
In this section, methods for strain type separation and event extraction are presented. Type separation means to 
separate different types of strain response, i.e. Type I and II strains as revealed above. Event extraction means to 
identify and extract specific strain events one by one. Here an event refers to the passing through of a heavy 
truck.  Correspondingly, a strain event is defined as the strain response induced by an event. 
 
The Strain Model 
 
As a general form, the strain response under service environment could be deconstructed that 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )t d r r h h w ( )t t t t t r tε ε ε ε ε= + + + +                                       (3a) 

Where tε , rε , hε and wε represent  the strain components due to temperature variation, railway loads (trains), 

highway loads (especially heavy trucks) and wind load (especially typhoons), respectively. dt , rt and ht  
represent their characteristic time scales. They should be respectively in the order of hours, minutes and seconds. 

( )r t  refers to the strain response caused by random noises and insignificant random loads. Strain signals 

without any loading were investigated in our study.  It was found to usually have a small vibration magnitude 
and a wide frequency band. Moreover, its empirical distribution is found to not reject the normal distribution at 
a significant level of 5%. Since strains evolved in this study were not under a significant wind environment, the 
character of wind-induced strain and its separation will not be included. Besides that, rε  which is induced by 
railway load is also not considered in the study because RYB is a highway bridge. Therefore, Equation 3a could 
be simplified as 

( ) ( ) ( )t d h h ( )t t t r tε ε ε= + +                                                          (3b) 

Furthermore, unlike Type I strain tε which changes in a way similar to a periodical function, Type II strain hε  
are actually composed of impulses (strain events).  Equation 3b could thus be expanded as  

( ) ( ) ( )h ht d
0 ( )jj jt t t tte rε ε −= + +                                                      (4) 

Where h
je  is strain events defined above, 0 jt is the time point at which event j happens. From the point view of 



the model, we can see that type separation is to separate t and h from original strain data of ( )tε , and event 

extraction is to extract strain events h
je from ( )h htε . 

 
Type Separation 
 
Due to the hierarchical structure of strain data, wavelet method (multi-resolution analysis, MRA) is used to 
separate different strain types. The multi-resolution theory was developed by Mallat for which the details could 
be found in his article (Mallat 1989).  Here we just briefly introduce this theory. 
For a recorded time history of strain ( )tε at a finite sampling rate, the full expanding at the J-th level can be 

expressed as: 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )0
1

J

J j
j

t a t a t d tε
=

= = +                                                           (5) 

where ja and jd  are the j-th approximation and the j-th detail respectively. From the point of digital signal 

process, the decomposition is equal to a filtering process. After a level of decomposing on aj , the separated 
coarse-resolution approximation aj+1 keeps the information mainly on the lower 1/2 band of aj, while the detail 
dj+1 contains the main information on the higher 1/2 band. 
Then, decompose the strain signal ( )tε  in Equation 3b in to the Nh-th, Nr-th and Nt-th level in sequence, and 

reconstruct details between consecutive levels, the strain could be divided into three parts, 
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Provide the sampling frequency of original strain signal and cut-off frequencies, we could determine appropriate 
values of Nh and Nt, yielding 
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Since ( )r t in Equation 4 is a wide-band noise, its multi-level components still remains and will be superposed 

on the real part of strain type. Therefore, a
2r , d

2r  
could be understood as noises on Type I, II, respectively. 

Here tε̂ and hε̂ are the wanted two strain types. Strictly speaking, they are noisy signal respectively 
corresponding to tε , rε and hε  defined in Equation 3b. Since strain signal collected from RYB is not highly noisy 

(amplitude of noises are found to be under 1με), here in this article, we will not specially discriminate between 
tε and it noisy counterpart of tε̂ and simply use tε in general. Situations for hε is the same. 

 
The method for determining decomposition levels will be given here. Assuming that the sampling rate of ( )tε is 

fs, the Nyquist frequency will be fm=fs/2. By estimating the three cut-off frequencies through Equations 1-2, the 
value of Nh and Nt can be determined as follows: 
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Take strain data on RYB with fs=20 Hz (fm =10) as an example: 
(1) Nh  can be chosen as 1 since fc,h is the estimated as 4Hz. For convenience, Nh could be directly set as zero 

because Nh is a small value in this case. 
(2) Similarly, let fc,t be 0.01Hz , the value of Nt should be taken as 9 or 10. 
It should be pointed out that the cut-off frequencies given in Equations 1-2 are more qualitative rather than 
quantitative. Therefore, the composition level could be slightly adjusted according to practical situations and 
specific requirements. 
  
Event Extraction 
 
Strain event extraction is based on the separated Type II strain, i.e. hε . Since Type II strain consists of strain 
events happening at different time points, we developed a method to identify the occurrence of strain events and 
extract them.  



Figure 2. Procedure of event extraction 
 
As shown in Figure 2, the procedure of event extraction is as below 
a) Picking up peaks. Pick up all peaks and valleys of hε and name them as (pi, ti) and (vi, ti), where pi and vi 

are peaks and valleys, respectively.  ti  is the time point for peaks (valleys) happening and i is the index.  
b) Detecting events. We use the threshold method to identify the occurrence of the strain event and filter out 

those trivial peaks. By a given threshold thε , only peaks larger than thε and valleys small than thε− will be 

kept. Combining them together in order of time, the new sequence of peaks (Pi, ti) was obtained and named 
as significant peaks. It should be noted that here Pi include both peaks and valleys. Also, significant peaks 
should be caused by load events. 

c) Checking duplicates. Obviously, the number of Pi usually does not equal to the actual number of load (or 
strain) events, because a load event may induce more than one significant peak. At this time, we introduce 
a procedure of duplicate checking.  Since the representative duration δ of strain response caused by a load 
event has been got in the above (for train-induced strain events, δ2 is usually shorter than 20sec and for 
heavy-truck-induced strain events,   δ3 is usually shorter than 2sec), they could be used to check duplicates. 
For any significant peak Pi , judge 1i it t+ − : (A) if 1i it t δ+ − > , Pi will be treated as an independent strain 

event, and then the beginning and ending time of this event will be recorded as 2it δ− and 2it δ+ , 

respectively; (B) else, Pi and Pi+1 will be seen to be caused by the same load event. Index i will keep on 
increasing until reaching a location where condition A could be satisfied. Assuming this location is 
indexed as j, a new independent strain event is then identified with 2it δ− as the beginning, and 

2jt δ+ as the ending. 

After this procedure, a list of time stamps for strain events could be obtained and denoted as (t0i  Δti) where 
t0i is the beginning time and Δti is the durance of a strain event. 

d) Strain event extraction. Extract h
ie from hε  using the sequence of (t0i , Δti). 

 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
 
Results of type separation are shown in Figure 1. It could be seen that the two strain types could successfully be 
separated by the proposed method (Figure 1b and d).  Figure 3 gives an incomplete illustration of extracted 
strain events from RYB. All heavy-truck induced strain events are labelled with time stamps, telling us when 
they happened. It shows that our method could exactly identify strain events and extract them.  



 
Figure 3. An incomplete illustration of extracted strain events 

 
Further statistical analysis could thus be conducted on these extracted strains. Here for an example, we choose 
the max strain amplitude Ai in each strain event ie as statistics. Table 2 shows the results, it could be estimated 

that about 468 heavy trucks which induced relatively large strain responses have passed through RYB within 24 
hours.  

Table 2. Statistics on strain amplitudes of extract events 

Ai thε(με) δ (sec) Total number 
of strain events

min/max (με) 
Mean value 

(με) 
h

ie , YBH4-13 10.0 2.0 468 10.0/101.7 19.1 

 
Figure 4 also shows histograms of above statistics, from which we can intuitively compare different characters 
of strain amplitude induced by different type of load events on different bridges. 

 
Figure 4. Statistical results for strain amplitudes of events for YBH4-13 

 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
This article reveals the multi-scale structure of online strains recorded by health monitoring systems of long-
span bridges. Despite of the complex working environments, the actually measured strain could still be 
understood and deconstructed in a common model.  
The methods proposed can efficiently separate different strain types caused by different load types, and 
furthermore, can exactly extract different strain events induced by different load events. The extraction may 
facilitate researches aiming at specific strain types, for examples, statistical analysis on strain responses, 
evaluating effects of different loads, estimating weights of heavy trucks or trains, and verifying the finite 
element model by structural online response data, and so on. 
 
As we known, the actual environment of civil structure is quiet complicated. For example, besides temperature 
variation, railway loads and heavy trucks, the wind loads, especially typhoons, may also induce significant strain 
responses. Strains caused by winds may have their own characters and possibly could be separated as well.  
Further investigations could be conducted on these subjects. 
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